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ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS FOR TENDER NO. 152 (SUMO2021-01)  FOR SUPPLY OF HYBRID BUS 

 

1. Question: 

Could you, please, specify warranty time for vehicle? 

On Technical specification/Warranty, it is written that warranty period shall be at least 2 years 

(page 30 of 35) and on page 31 of 35 it is written minimum 5 years for whole bus. Please, erase 

sentence-whole bus-min.5 years! Also, in Preliminary provisions/Article 32/Warranty 

obligations/32.7 it is written that duration of the warranty period shell be 365 days. 

 

Answer: 

The warranty period shall be at least 2 years (Technical specification page 30 of 35). The 

warranty period will be part of the Special conditions (Article 32 - Warranty obligations). On 

page 31 of 35, the data are related to the design life (not design life warranty) of the whole 

bus as it is written. 

 

Please, see the General conditions, Article 32.6: The warranty obligations shall be stipulated 

in the Special conditions and Technical specifications. Have in mind that unless the Special 

conditions provide otherwise, General conditions (Annex I) remain fully applicable. 

 

2. Question: 

Asked incoterms for delivery should be DDP or DAP? 

In case of offered DAP parity, bidder should give WVTA; COC, User manual, maintenance 

manual, spare parts catalogue and EUR1. Customs clearance including local homologation 

obtain and other costs are on buyers side? 

 

Answer: 

As it is specified in the tender documentation, the parity is DAP (the bidder needs to provide 

all necessary documentation). 

 

3. Question: 

Does  it specified the mileage of the delivered vehicle? Should it be 0 km or it could be deliver 

on the wheels from factory to the place of delivery, with max millage of 2500 km? 

 

Answer: 

The bus can be delivered on the wheels from the factory. 

 

4. Question: 

Regarding performance guarantee, if the delivery is late, what will be the billing procedure, 

are all 5% will be charged from the next day or in some other way (weekly 1% until max 5%)? 

 

Answer: 

In the General conditions in Article 11, Performance guarantee is explained. Additionally, prior 

to contract signature, Article 11 of the Special conditions, can further specify the necessary 

procedure. 


